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The brainchild of Amazon Kindle Number One bestselling western writers Mike Stotter and Ben Bridges,
PICCADILLY PUBLISHING is dedicated to reissuing classic fiction from Yesterday and Today!

THE TRAIL ENDS AT HELL

Kilpatrick fought drought, floods, rustlers and Indians as he trailed four-thousand head of longhorns the
thousand miles from Texas to the Kansas railhead. But it was only when he finally hit the raw new town of
Gunsight that his troubles really began. Gunsight had started life as a town where cattle could be bought for
the best price and the men who’d driven them there would get a fair shake of the whip. But now everything
was different. Jordan Tully was the man who called the shots now, and Wayne Trask was the hired gun who
saw that his orders were carried out.
That put Tully at loggerheads with Kilpatrick. And as if that wasn’t enough, Kilpatrick had to keep his eyes
peeled for Rio Fanning, the young hothead who had sworn to kill him!

ABOUT THE AUTHOR

Benjamin Leopold Haas was born in Charlotte, North Carolina, in 1926. His imagination was inspired by the
stories of the Civil War and Reconstruction as told by his Grandmother, who had lived through both. Ben’s
father was also a pioneer operator of motion picture theatres, “ ... so I had free access to every theatre in
Charlotte and saw countless films growing up, hooked on the lore of our own South and the Old West.”

Largely self educated (he had to drop out of college in order to support his family), Ben wrote his first story,
a pulp short for a western magazine, when he was just eighteen. But when he was drafted into the Army, his
dreams of becoming a writer were put on hold. He served as a Sergeant in the U.S. Army from 1945 to 1946,
and saw action in the Philippines.

Returning home to Charlotte (and later Sumter, in South Carolina) in 1946, Ben married Douglas Thornton
Taylor from Raleigh four years later. The father of three sons (Joel, Michael and John), Ben was working for
a steel company when he sold his first novel in 1961. The acceptance coincided with being laid off, and
thereafter he wrote full time.

A prolific writer who would eventually pen some 130 books under his own and a variety of pen-names, Ben
wrote almost twenty-four hours a day. “I tried to write 5000 words or more every day, scrupulous in
maintaining authenticity,” he later said.

Ben wanted to be a mainstream writer, but needed a way to finance himself between serious books, and so he
became a paperback writer. Ben’s early pen names include Ben Elliott (his grandmother’s maiden name),
who wrote Westerns for Ace; and Sam Webster, who wrote five books for Monarch. As Ken Barry he turned
out racy paperback originals for Beacon with titles like The Love Itch and Executive Boudoir. But his agent
was not happy about his decision to enter the western market, and suggested he represent himself on those
sales. Ben had sent a trial novel to Harry Shorten of Tower Books. Ben’s family remembers it being A Hell
of A Way to Die, written for Tower’s new Lassiter series. It was published in 1969, and editor Shorten told



his new author to create a western series of his own. The result was Fargo.

The success of Fargo led to the Sundance series. Jim Sundance is a half-Cheyenne gunslinger who takes on
the toughest jobs in order to raise funds to fight the corrupt Indian Ring back in Washington. The short-lived
John Cutler series followed, and then perhaps Ben’s crowning achievement, the Rancho Bravo novels,
published under the name Thorne Douglas.

Ben Haas died from a heart attack in New York City after attending a Literary Guild dinner in 1977. He was
just fifty-one.
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From reader reviews:

William Vogt:

What do you in relation to book? It is not important with you? Or just adding material when you require
something to explain what your own problem? How about your free time? Or are you busy person? If you
don't have spare time to accomplish others business, it is gives you the sense of being bored faster. And you
have free time? What did you do? Every person has many questions above. They should answer that question
because just their can do that will. It said that about guide. Book is familiar in each person. Yes, it is right.
Because start from on guardería until university need that The Trail Ends at Hell to read.

Richard Reid:

Reading a publication tends to be new life style on this era globalization. With examining you can get a lot of
information that can give you benefit in your life. Using book everyone in this world can easily share their
idea. Publications can also inspire a lot of people. Plenty of author can inspire their reader with their story or
perhaps their experience. Not only the story that share in the textbooks. But also they write about advantage
about something that you need case in point. How to get the good score toefl, or how to teach children, there
are many kinds of book that exist now. The authors nowadays always try to improve their skill in writing,
they also doing some analysis before they write with their book. One of them is this The Trail Ends at Hell.

Lily Spivey:

Are you kind of busy person, only have 10 or even 15 minute in your morning to upgrading your mind talent
or thinking skill perhaps analytical thinking? Then you are having problem with the book in comparison with
can satisfy your short time to read it because this time you only find publication that need more time to be
learn. The Trail Ends at Hell can be your answer given it can be read by a person who have those short free
time problems.

Thomas Busch:

A lot of guide has printed but it takes a different approach. You can get it by net on social media. You can
choose the most effective book for you, science, comedian, novel, or whatever simply by searching from it.
It is identified as of book The Trail Ends at Hell. You can add your knowledge by it. Without departing the
printed book, it might add your knowledge and make you actually happier to read. It is most crucial that, you
must aware about publication. It can bring you from one location to other place.
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